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Crash Test Dummies 
Fully autonomous vehicles are really the 

difference between Tesla being worth a lot 
of money or being worth basically zero.
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*****
Failure Advisories, Tesla Crash Tests: 
Incident #1: Autopilot Malfunction
Dummy Alice: Dear, shouldn’t you be 
keeping at least one hand on the steering 
wheel while you’re driving?
Dummy Bob: Don’t be such a dummy!…
Tesla’s Autopilot feature is foolproof! In 
fact, extensive field testing has conclusively 
proven it’s far safer than manual driving.                                      

                                                                       

You know how badly humans drive! They’re 
constantly distracted: talking on their phones, 
drinking, smoking, and doing all sorts of 
things when their attention should be— 
What the f*ck!!….Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory AM-189:
Teslas have a higher-than-average fatality 
rate, and use of Autopilot multiplies the risk.
Incident #2: Spontaneous combustion
Alice: What’s that funny smell?…Is that 
smoke coming out from under the floor?
Bob: Don’t be a dummy!…Tesla batteries 

hardly ever catch fire spontaneously. It’s 
probably just….Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory SC-373:
Tesla has knowingly sold cars with a design 
flaw in its battery that could cause fires.
While rare, spontaneous fires in electric 
vehicle lithium batteries do occur, and are 
extremely difficult to extinguish.



Incident #3: Battery Range Limitations
Bob: Our battery level indicator is on zero! 
Dammit, were you running the AC again?  
Alice: Yeah…and this is the worst possible 
part of town to break down in! Let’s call an 

Uber—I really don’t like the look of those 
three thugs walking up with baseball bats. 
Bob: What do you want? Go away!! 
Go away!!….Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory BR-549:
The range of an EV is far less than a gas-
powered car, and you can’t just call road 
service or walk to the nearest gas station.
Incident #4: Mixed Driving Modes
Bob: Haha! Look at that dummy over 
there!…That stupid human is still driving 
his Tesla himself. Doesn’t he know that 
most accidents are caused by mixing 
autonomous and manual cars together?
Alice: Watch out!…The crazy fool is 
weaving in and out of traffic lanes like a 
maniac!….Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory MD-637:
Experts warn that for autonomous driving 
to work, every car will have to have it.
Incident #5: Optical Geolocation
Alice: Watch out for potholes! You know 
Teslas have a hard time detecting them.
Bob: Yeah, I know. But wait, that’s not a 
pothole!! It’s…it’s… an open manhole!!
Utility Worker: Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory OG-285:
Unlike most autonomous vehicles, Teslas 
lack LiDAR (laser) hardware, and use soft-
ware designed to ignore stationary objects.
Incident #6: Software Hacking
Alice: Dear, don’t you ever worry about our 
Tesla’s computer getting hacked? I’ve read 
that terrorists can break into autonomous 
cars’ software and take them over.
Bob: Haha, don’t be such a dummy!…All 
that hacking stuff is just science fiction!

Voice from car radio: This is the police!
We have taken control of your vehicle after 
recording you planning a terrorist attack!!
Failure Advisory SH-936:
A hacker breaking into a car’s software can 
gain control of every aspect of the vehicle.
Incident #7: ‘UA’ Events
Bob: Isn’t cruise control great?…We can 
cruise along at a nice, liesurely pace, and 
just sit back, relax, and enjoy the view!
Alice: You bet! I was just thinking the same 
thing myself—Holy shit! Quick, slam on 
the brakes!!…Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory UA-487:
A significantly higher number of Unintended 
Acceleration (UA) events are reported by 
Tesla owners than owners of other makes.
Incident #8: Sensor Limitations
Alice: This rain and snowy weather is awful.
I can hardly see the road in front of us!
Bob: Yeah, but don’t worry! Tesla’s have 8 
optical cameras, 12 ultrasonic sensors, and 
over 30 computers that—Shit, what the hell 
was that?!!.…Aaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory SL-823:
Bad weather, heavy traffic, worn road signs, 
damaged markings and many other factors 
can significantly impact sensor capabilities. 
Incident #9: Full Self-Driving (FSD)
Alice: Isn’t it great that we got Tesla’s ‘FSD 
Enhanced Beta’ system for only $12, 000 by 
agreeing to participate in field testing? 
Bob: Yeah, now we can put our feet up and 
let the car do all the driving!…Pass me the 
popcorn and video game controller, will ya? 
….What the—Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!!!!
Alice: I told you not to sign that stupid 
Non-Liability Agreement!—Aaaaaaaaah!!!!
Failure Advisory FS-764: Despite the 
misleading name, no passenger vehicle on 
sale today is even remotely close to having 
‘Full Self-Driving’ capability. ◾


